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Unlike expensive and time-consuming traditional methods, 
we can map and display asset data systematically in a short 
amount of time even for large cities.
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Our Products

One street section can be ruled by several different assets 
such as parking signs, hydrants and bus stops. PolaGIS now 
is able to generate and visualize regulations automatically.
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Collect

Remotely map any 
objects or paintings on 
the streets.

Improve

Eliminate your 
outdated and incorrect 
data. 

Integrate

Integrate your existing 
data souces.

Display

Display assets on map 
with well-organized 
design.

Maintain

Easily share, manage 
and export to analyze 
your data.

Update

Guarantee frequency 
in updating data.

To make smarter cities, a smarter data foundation should be 
built. We provider the best way to help people from different 
industries to get easier access to mobility.

last-mile navigation

No more wandering around your destination. Less driving pressure 
with better customer service. Our data can also be directly used to 
make delivery routes.

autonomous drivng

HD Maps support self-driving vehicles to know street circumstances in 
advance. Our accurate map features and valuable parking regulations 
are key elements in the future.

city planning, public works

Reduce labor and management expenditure. We provide integrated 
service and quality control for your planning. Boost your efficiency of 
parking enforcement.



www.polagis.com

877-917-1218

info@polagis.com

200 Portland Street, 5th Floor  
Boston, MA 02114

About Us
Headquartered in Boston, PolaGIS specializes in providing map 

data for various street assets and curb regulations. Utilizing 

innovative techniques, we aim to bring people easier access to 

mobility information by connecting everything on the streets to 

the map. We are passionate about collecting, translating, and 

displaying valuable map data for all customers to manage and 

maintain.


